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made by the Our Voices Network — see the
story on page 4
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Raising money for breast cancer
By Avril Whittam

On Saturday 27 May
I held a pink ribbon
breakfast to
raise money for
Breast Cancer
New Zealand
at my home in
Wellington. It was
fun. I had 8 people
including myself at
my home. I wanted
to have it in the
garden but the
weather was pretty
crappy, however
I was prepared.

Above: Amanda, Annie, Marilyn, me and
Pippa. Below: The sign and the food

I had also raised money online from handing out my
invitations which had my donation page information on.
Altogether I raised $161.60. I was surprised, happy and
glad that I had raised this amount of money. We all had
a good time and would probably do this again in the
future.
I recommend other people to give it a go because it is
such a worthy cause.
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10th birthday celebrations
– Palmerston North

Celebration baking
The members of the Our Voices
Network in Palmerston North
made some amazing treats for the
Community Connections 10 year
anniversary held on 16 May. There
were feijoa cake, lemon coconut
The 10th anniversary cake
cake and mud cake, plus some
delicious fudge. The members helped each other find recipes
in books and online, and met at each other’s houses to bake
the cakes. The cakes were a real hit at the celebration.
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10th birthday celebrations
– Palmerston North
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10th birthday celebrations
– Hawkes Bay
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10th birthday celebrations
– Kapiti
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10th birthday celebrations
– Wellington
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10th birthday celebrations
– Wellington
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Plane, train, automobile and boat
By Wayne Webber

I went on a holiday to
the South Island with a
group of friends and
my brother. We went all
over, from Christchurch
to Queenstown to Bluff
to Dunedin and back to
Christchurch. We went on a
plane, then a train, then a van,
then a boat. My favourite part
of my adventure was the
train – the TranzAlpine that
travels from Christchurch
to Greymouth and back
again. The train trip was
exciting! I hope to go on it
again in the future by myself
and stay with my sister in
Christchurch.
I would like to thank
everyone on the trip,
especially Donna and
Fiona for making it a fun
experience.
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Me on the train

On the train with
my brother Mark

My pot luck lunch
By Caroline Averill

On 3 April I hosted a pot luck lunch to catch up with
all my friends. I made a vegetarian quiche with one of
my support workers and got the table set up. Then
I waited for my friends to arrive. Everyone brought a
plate. We shared a yummy lunch together. I hope one of
my friends hosts another lunch so we can all catch up
again soon. It is a lovely way to spend a rainy day!

Kay, Elaine, Hannah, me and Peter
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Getting my driver’s licence
By Ian Maultsaid

I live in Hastings, Hawkes Bay and
I’ve been supported by Community
Connections for nearly a year. I
had a restricted driving licence for
ten years but I kept failing my test.
I failed because I did not have an
instructor to teach me, tell me where
I am going wrong and help me with
the road rules.

Here’s my licence

My case officer at Work and Income (WINZ) in Hastings
said I should go for my full licence to help me find a job.
WINZ paid for me to have an instructor, nine lessons
and for my final test.
At first the instructor just watched as I drove around
to see what standard I was. Then she showed me
the correct way to drive, correcting my errors. She
made me feel confident and did not shout at me. If I
got something wrong I would pull over to the side of
the road and we would talk about it and then I would
carry on. I passed my full licence in April this year. I
recommend anyone to approach WINZ and ask about
driver training as it helps to increase confidence and the
chance of getting a job. Now I have my full licence I am
going to apply for my forklift licence so I have an even
better chance to find work.
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Meet & Greet in Porirua
By Lizzie Brothwood

On Friday 26 May the Meet & Greet Group in Porirua met
for a morning of 10 pin bowling at Kenepuru. The event
was organised and hosted by Lizzie Brothwood, with
help from her support worker Sally Aylward, and was a
resounding success. All in all 18 people came. Everyone
had a great time and plans are afoot for another
morning’s bowling sometime in August.

L–R: Peter Ward, Henry Smith, David Corner, Anthony Pederson,
Tyson Fuimaono, Tyree Langbein, Cliff Cook, Ronnie Harrison, Mary Booth,
Lizzie Brothwood, Tracey Mcfarlane, Lilia Apelinga,
crouching: Sally Aylward and Lorenzo Lole.
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Drawing elephants and other
things
By Stacey Hughes

I have been doing
art for quite a while
now. I have moved
forward from doing
some very basic
stuff to now using
more skills with my
Me with my elephant drawing
art. I have won an
award through the
IHC for my art and
had it published in a
book. That was for
a portrait. I recently
have been working
on other art pieces
that I like. These are
With lots of my drawings
now being shown in
an exhibition through
MIX in Lower Hutt. I am hoping to sell some of my work.
My next venture will be doing portraits again.
I love drawing and find it very therapeutic. My favourite
animal to draw is elephants.
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Swimming is fun
By Ian St John

This is me in the hydrotherapy pool in Kilbirnie. I bought
some new togs so I could go swimming. I really enjoyed
being in the water and talking to other people in the
water too. I will go swimming again soon.

Happy in the pool
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Upskilling with technology
By Kay Pedersen

During my support time I mentioned to staff that I
wanted to buy a laptop computer. My support worker
suggested a tablet would be a better option as they are
easier to use. My support worker showed me her tablet
and set up a card game for me to try. I thought this
was very nice of her. I managed to complete 3 winning
games and enjoyed playing. Together we have been
looking at the flyers in the mail and checking out the
prices. My sister is due to visit me and we will go to the
shops and look at buying a tablet.
Next step, learning how to use my tablet!

Playing a card game on the tablet
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Support evaluation feedback
By the CC team

We were given a lot of great feedback from everyone
in the February support evaluation. 81 people returned
their forms, which is about a third of the people we
support. This is around the same number as last time,
so thank you very much to everyone who sent these
back. The chart below shows how many forms we
got back from each area. Hawke’s Bay (the blue part)
sent back the most forms with the Hutt Valley (the
orange part) a close second. The Wider Wellington area
(the grey part) were almost equal second! Well done,
Hawke’s Bay!
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The feedback that you gave us was mostly very good.
The graphs below show how people feel about their
goals, the way their support works, and their overall
happiness with Community Connection’s support. The
first two graphs are about the goals.
Achievable Goals: Most people said that they almost

always (in blue) or usually (in yellow) feel like their goals
are planned in an achievable way.
Goal Progress: Most people said that they almost always

(in blue) or usually (in yellow) feel like they are making
progress on their goals.
The next three graphs show how people feel about the
way their support is delivered.
Flexible Support: Most people said that they almost

always (in blue) feel like their support is planned in a
flexible way.
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Support at Planned Time: Most people said that they

almost always (in blue) feel like their support was
delivered at the planned time.
Informed of Changes: Most people said that they are

almost always (in blue) informed of any changes in their
support. We have been focussing on this so it’s great to
see that we are improving!
Overall Satisfaction: The last graph shows how satisfied

people are overall with their support.
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A total of 41 people gave us extra comments at
the bottom of their forms. Most of these were very
positive, with comments about being very happy with
support and looking forward to seeing their support
workers. Other comments included feeling that support
staff are helping with achieving goals and enabling
independence.
There was only one comment about communication
which hopefully means that we are improving. This was
an area that previous feedback showed that we need to
work on and we will continue to improve in this area.
The next support evaluation forms will be sent out in
August 2017.
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Learning to bake
By Maree Lamberton

I am new to Community
Connections. I have a brand new
kitchen in my home but hadn’t used
the oven at all since my Mum used to
do all the cooking. Here I am with my
first chocolate cake.
Above: Making my first
chocolate cake. Below:
The finished cake

Vincent’s winter art show
By Paul Holmes

These are the things I exhibited at
the art show. I did the Quantum
Flux picture on my own and the
stool with Alexandria Tasker.
Quantum Flux (Mixed media
on canvas)

Our
Upcycled
Tyre Stool
and Alex
and me
sitting on it
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2017 TriAbility
Triathlon
Saturday 18 March
By Lisa Kiernan, Allyson Moore,
and Stacey Hughes

Lisa’s story
My mum took me, Allyson,
Stacey and Wendy over to
Wainuiomata where we met the Stacey, Allyson and Lisa at the
finish line
other competitors and got our
t-shirts and race numbers. I
had to swim 300 metres. Mum
and Wendy supported me. I
did my swim in 13 minutes
— faster than last time! I was
really proud of myself and at
the end I got a medal. Dad was
there at the end and he was
proud of me too.
Lisa

I would definitely do the
TriAbility again. It was cool. I also enjoyed encouraging
and supporting my team mates, Stacey and Allyson.
Stacey’s story
After Lisa finished her swimming, I hopped on my bike
and was supported by Wendy to ride 9 km. We rode
out the back of Wainuiomata and through a lovely
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reserve. Then there was a steep
hill, which we opted to walk up. I
was so proud of myself doing the
biking leg. I completed it in good
time and did really well. I am very
proud of myself!

Stacey

I enjoyed being a part of the team
with Allyson and Lisa. Next year
I would like to try and give it a go
as an individual.
Allyson’s story

When Stacey came back from
her bike ride, I set off on my 3 km
walk. My dad and Wendy walked
with me. We went along the street
to the school, then turned around
and walked back. The marshals
along the way were supportive
and encouraging. When I crossed
over the finish line at the end, I felt
Allyson
ecstatic. I was really proud that I
had done it. Wahoo!!!! My mum, aunty and uncle met
me at the finishing line — they were very proud of me.
I would definitely do it again next year. I got a medal and
felt great doing it.
You can read the full story on our website,
www.ccslt.org.nz
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Mark’s story
My name is Mark Albert
Anthony Beckett. My
iwi is Nga- ti Porou. I
was born in Foxton and
I have been living in
Palmerston North for the
last 20 years. I live with
my partner Lorraine Sadé
Taylor. We come from a
large family/wha- nau in
Otaki and I keep in touch
with my older sister
Kathy who lives in New Plymouth.

This is me

My star sign is Leo the lion. I love lions and collect
lion ornaments. I also love Bob Marley reggae music,
drum and base with techno reggae. I also love lots of
other music. I love New Zealand and African American
comedy adventure movies — and lots of other movies
too. I like Billy T James and Barry Crump comedy.
I have six bicycles. The blue chopper is my baby. I also
got my red chopper back, which somebody had stolen
and replaced some parts with other bike parts. My
support worker Peter is helping me to try and restore it
as much as possible.
You can read the full story on our website,
www.ccslt.org.nz
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